Each semester Greenfield Community College recognizes superlative academic performance. We applaud the success of students who earn these high grades and appreciate sacrifices that are often made by students in order to earn these grades.

For Fall 2017, GCC named 110 students to the President’s List and 205 students to the Dean’s List.

To be included on the **President’s List** student must be matriculated in a program and have: achieved a term GPA of 4.0 at the term’s end; earned at least 12 credits at GCC; earned at least 6 college-level graded credits in the semester or during summer terms I and II combined; no incomplete grades; no grade less than a “C” in the term; and achieved a cumulative GPA of at least 2.00 at the end of the term.

To be included on the **Dean’s List** a student must be matriculated in a program and have: achieved a term GPA of at least 3.50 or higher but less than 4.0 at the term’s end; earned at least 12 credits at GCC; earned at least 6 college-level graded credits in the semester or during summer terms I and II combined; no incomplete grades; no grade less than a “C” in the term; and achieved a cumulative GPA of at least 2.00 at the end of the term.

**Fall 2017 President’s List**

- Mikael Abdu Al-Wadood
- Andrey Andreyevich Agapov
- Claire L Allen
- Mariah Anthony
- Jarrett M Austin
- Allen M Baker
- Marco H Barroso
- Claudia D Bermudez
- Amanda Rose Binette
- Isabel Marie Bishop
- Liana D Boisclair
- Elisha Maritsa Bonilla
- Hugo Peter Ross Boyd
- Emily Boynton
- Wesley J Brooks
- Marc A Brown
- Kasey K Bull
- Samantha Cairns
- Jordan Cardaropolis
- Rose Carragher
- Todd M Carroll
- Kaitlyn M Cawthorn
- Elaieh Che
- Sarah J Coughlin
- Emily Lauren Dean
- Julian Michael DeCarr
- Erin L Degnan
- Colby McKillop Dobias
- Andrew Doty
- Margaret Drennan
- Angela C Dupuis
- Rebecca A Felton
- Alan Fish
- Britnie Gagnon
- Hailee Gandalak-Cochran
- Elise Sylvia Ghitman
- Shannon E Gilcreast
- Susannah M Goodale
- Zoe Goodwin
- Carrie Lambert Hale
- Leighanne Mackenzie Harris
- Luke Hartnett
- Lila Lu Hartwell
- Kevin Jason Hendricks
- James Hill
- Hana F Hilliker
- India J Holmes
- Melanie Nichole Howard
- Molly Susan Howe
- Catherine J Hyer
- Zhirong Jiang
- Danielle C Kaiser
- Lydia Kasper
- Jared N Kellogg
- Ashley C Kernan-Dufresne
- William Welles Kirk
- Lennart Knight
- Katelyn Laclaire
- Christian J Laplante
- Jarad Lavelle
- Cara Leach
- Bridget S Licata
- Katarzyna Lively
- Caroline A Ludvik-Johnson
- Renu Malik
- Sitabile Maodzwa
- Eaden Emmanuel Marti
- Addison L Massa
- Ruth Miller
- Sandra L Mizula
- Casey M Mohan
- Helen S Murphy
- Sophia K Orellana
- Alvaro A Ortiz-Palacios
- Hannah O'Shei
- Jill Palmer
- Melissa B Pariseau
- William B, Paul
- Maxwell John Pellerin
- Kelli A Poulin
- Teodor Radev
Fall 2017 President’s List (continued)

Bambi D Rawlings-Chamberlin
Dean Richard Riel
Justin C Roch
Gabrielle M Roy
Ellen F Roy-Clark
Tarah A Rudd
Ry’nard Ryan-Marshall
Aimee F Salmon
Betty A Schneider
Jessica Shelkey
Meghan-Grace Patricia Slocombe
Hannah R Sol
Alyssa Spinosa
Myisha Stephens
David R Strong
Mollie A Sullivan
Abby Sutton
Hawa Tarawally
Maya Isabella Turriago
Dylan E Walker
Patricia C Waters
Erin R Webster
Aubrey Weeks
Dorothy Lynne White
Hannah A Wildman-Lyon
Kori Nicole Wileman
Dylan Shawn Williams
Raspberry Lilac Williams
Noah W Zilberberg

Fall 2017 Dean’s List

Fallyn Adams
Ultin Sablan Akeley
Stephanie Alden
Zachary Allis
Liam W Anderson
Amanda R Andrews
Rachel M Arial
Keyara Lynn Asselin
Jacob L Atomanuk
Amber J Avery
Jade L Barry
Nash P Barsaleau
Justin Marcel Begin
Aidan James Belanger
Peter Belden
Brianna Jeane Bellows
Alana T Bernheim
Vanessa Marie Berthiaume
Torsten Noel Bidwell
Sara Bigelow
Sarah Huixin Blatz
Owen Boucher
Taylor Boutwell
Oliver Dooley Brubaker
Tess Kathleen Burdick
Daniel Burke
Laurie J Callahan
Linda Carpenter
Lauren Kay Carpovits
Tahner J Castine
Tenzin Chokey
Spencer Aaron Chudzik
Tala J Chunga
Carolina Igor Cioclea
Michelle Marie Claine
Bryan Lawrence Clarke Jr
Amanda Cleary
Jonathan Tucker Cody
Jillian Mary Connelly
Olatunde Cooper
Rafael Stavros Cottom
Stephanie L Coutu
Alexandra T Cronk
Maryssa A Croteau
Kayla Y Crowe
Clara Culver
Ivanila Da Veiga
Andrew Dagarin
Victoria Dalton
Trisha L Dana
Viorica V Darii
Samantha Marie Davis
Erica Lauren Dean
Tarrah Dempsey
Ryan Patrick Devendorf
Tsering Dhondup
John M Dickens
Jenna Mae Didonato
Nicholas Gregory Dipaolo
Rain Drooker
Jessica Dufresne
Megan Duga
Danyelle Maria Earnest-Higgins
Mavis Leigh O'Berne Eaton
Savannah E Emery
Lucas Edward Fappiano
Ajah Ife Farrington
Megan Elisabeth Finnell
Joseph Foster IV
Elliott L Friesen
Jacob Phillip Fuess
Carissa Fuller
Costanza Fusco
Maxwell John Gagnon
Bailey M Gardener
Grizette Garriguez
Kendra Gaulin
Hunter Christian Gibson
Jonah Alex Goitein
Iesha Gomillion
Roy J Goodwin
Samantha N Gorzocoski
Morgan Elizabeth Gradie
Megan E Grant
Lucy Dalton Greto
Anthony Scott Guyer
Aubrey Nicole Halket
Donna M Hall
Benjamin C Harrington
Tatiana Mareike Harshbarger
Abbey Leigh Hathaway
Jonathan C Herbert
Melissa Ann Hersey
Samanta Taylor Hervieux
Taryn Michelle Hillenbrand
James T. Hokonya
Trevor J Houle
Felicia M Howard
Sara Mae Howard
Samuel D Howe
Danielle Italiano
Nathan W Jackman
Joseph William Jagliello
Jessica L Jensen
Andrea Marie Jernigan
Marcus Christopher Johansson
Madelyn R Johnson
Bonnie J Johnson-Maduka
Riley N Jones
Rowan Levi Jones
Caleb TB Joseph
SandEEP Kaur
Samantha Rose Keith
Yulia Kline
Shaina Kosloski
Konan J Kouame
River M Kuhn
Arlo Larange
Jeffrey T Laverdiere
Kendall Elizabeth Lavoie
Sequoia Flaherty LeBreux
Josephine Fitzgerald Leise
Seth D Licata
Morgan Jori-Jon Lobrose
Jack E Lunt
Julie Ann Lussier
Francesca M Mahaney
Kristin M Malone
Mason Edward Mange
Laura L Manners
Ivanna Christina Masera
Hannah Matrishon
Jeffrey Paul McAndrews
Justin N McDonald
Debra Jean McEnaney
Gabriella McLellan
Bethany D McMahon
Lukas T. McNamara
Kyle P McWherter
Najmeh Mohammadi Arani
Crystal A Molloy
Job David Morgan
Emma Lynne Musante
Darlene Negron
Chokphel Tenzin Ngodup
Kaylea R Niles
Stephanie R Niquette
Melissa C Nolen
Denis Patrick O'Dea
Melissa Ann Osborne
Joseph Page
Isaac J Paige
Luke Daniel Parsons
Iain T Passa
Michelle R Paulin
Lillian Peal
Sadie Anne Pelletier
Jamie L Pfisterer
Tsering Phuntsok
Jacquelyn Lee Plunske
Lucas Purington
Sheila J Rhodes-Dow
Cassidy Lynne Rice
Robert William Rinaldi
Amanda Charlotte Susan Robinson
Julie A Robinson
Shannon E Roch
Avery A Rovatti
Hannah Lynn Ruehle
Jordan Thomas Ruehle
Alanna Dianne Rutledge
Daniel Rutledge
Kalli May Sadlowski
Eva Marie Sagan
Mahendra Sapkota
Matthew Scafidi
Widon Cydney Scott
Kelsey Scranton
Emily Seifert
Rebecca L Sharac
Rachel Shearer
Linda M Sheperd
Brian J Shermeta
Emmett Slack
Danielle Julia Smith
Isabelle A Smith
Sayeda Javeria Sohail
Devon Soto
Ana M Steiner
Hannah M Swain
Alina Tahij
Elena Tahij
Olivia G Tibbetts
Tallon Tomasi
Elizabeth A. Torres-Pagan
Elaine Trombley
Teagan Valeski
Dominic Vellucci
Michelle Rose Wetterwald
Danielle Whitney
Maxwell J.B. Wilby
Heather Anne Wolcott
Amy L Wood
Vijay Banks Woodworth
Alejo Torres Zacarias